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Historically, labour has been able to organize significant increases in membership during 
periods of high labour demand and strong economic growth. The rapid growth of labour in the 
tight labour markets and booming war-time economies in both the First and Second World 
Wars and in the massive post-war expansion of the 1950s and 1960s are good examples. 
 
Given the strong economic growth of Alberta since 1992 and the particularly robust growth in 
the past 5 years and the tight labour market that employers across the province have been 
whining about for the past three or four years, it would be reasonable to assume that the union 
movement would also show similar growth. 
 
However, this simply hasn’t been the case. According to Statistics Canada’s Labour Force 
Historical Review, employment in the province rose by seven per cent in the five year period 
from 2001 to 2005 as 94,200 more people were employed. Yet during that period, the number 
of workers with union coverage only increased by 3,800 – an increase of just 1.1 per cent. 
(*The figures throughout this paper do not include the category of ‘self-employed’ workers – 
since they cannot be unionized.) 
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In fact, the union coverage rate actually declined over the five years – from 25.0 per cent in 
2001 to 23.6 per cent in 2005. What is particularly disturbing is that traditionally strong sectors 
for unions like resource extraction (forestry, fishing, mining and oil& gas) and construction 
showed declines in both total numbers of workers covered by union contracts and union 
coverage rates.  
 
Yet it is precisely these areas of the economy that are recording the strongest growth. Over the 
five year period, employment in resource extraction grew by 17,000 (18.5% increase) and 
employment in construction grew by 14,500 (15.3% increase). 
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Interestingly, the union coverage rate actually increased in both utilities (50.4% of workers 
unionized) and manufacturing (21.5% of workers unionized) – despite the fact that there was a 
slight decline in actual employment in both sectors. It may suggest that unions are better able to 
protect their members against layoffs or that unionized firms are better able to survive. Either 
possibility is positive news for labour. 
 
It is difficult to see why unions have not been able to take advantage of the current labour 
market condition to organize. With few exceptions, in 2005, the unemployment rate across 
economic sectors was below four per cent. The overall rate was 3.9 per cent.  
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The unemployment rate has continued to decline in the province. In July, 2006 it stood at just 
3.6 per cent – which the Alberta government describes as “full employment”. 
 
For the labour movement, the time couldn’t be more auspicious for organizing. There is a tight 
labour market and – as noted in the principle 2007 AFL policy paper Anatomy of a Boom – 
virtually no significant upward movement in wages or benefits. 
 
There are a lot of unorganized workers in Alberta who must be starting to wonder if they are 
ever going to see any benefit from the economic growth they see trumpeted everywhere in the 
media. 
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It is one thing to talk about over a million workers in Alberta who could be organized, quite 
another to organize them. Openness to organizing efforts depends upon the nature of the 
industry and of the employers involved. The following section details exactly where 
unorganized workers are employed, describes each economic sector briefly and shows the 
overall number of unemployed workers in each sector. 
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In the current labour movement, there really isn’t any such thing as jurisdictional lines. Unions 
may be predominantly active within one industry or another – but many now represent workers 
from different sectors. 
 
Nonetheless it does make sense for unions to focus on sectors in which they are already active. 
Unions with a track record in an industry have a significant advantage. They already know the 
realities of work and the needs of workers within a specific sector. They can ‘speak the 
language’ and have proven what they can deliver to workers who join their union. 
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 This includes workers in both the wholesale and retail trade industries. Approximately 

three-fourths of the 247,400 workers in 2005 were in the retail end. Opportunity for 
organizing: 218,400 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate:  11.7%. Growth 
expected by Alberta government: 1.3 to 1.6% per year to 2010.  
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Industry includes companies that transport goods or people by rail, water or road; and 
warehouse or store goods. 2005 employment: 80,900. Opportunity for organizing: 
55,900 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 35.9 %. Growth expected by 
Alberta government: 2.0% per year to 2010. 
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 The industry includes employees of banks, and other lending institutions, insurance 

companies, pension fund administrators, real estate and property management 
companies, and businesses that lease or rent their assets. 2005 employment: 74,800. 
Opportunity for organizing: 72,100 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 
3.6 %. Growth expected by Alberta government: 2.4% per year to 2010. 
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 This includes businesses that make knowledge and skills available to other organizations 

or the public such as legal, architectural, surveying, computer design, and research and 
development services. 2005 employment: 80,900. Opportunity for organizing: 77,500 
unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 4.2 %. Growth expected by Alberta 
government: 2.9% per year to 2010. 
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 This industrial grouping includes management and administrative services, such as 
office support, record keeping, collection agencies, custodial security services, pest 
control, landscaping, waste collection, travel agents, and tour operators. 2005 
employment: 45,800. Opportunity for organizing: 42,000 unorganized workers. Current 
union coverage rate: 8.3 %. Growth expected by Alberta government: 1.7% per year to 
2010. 
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 This industrial group includes hospitals, nursing and residential care facilities, medical 

offices, diagnostic laboratories, home care, ambulance services, social assistance 
services, vocational rehabilitation, day care and community food and housing services. 
2005 employment: 150,200. Opportunity for organizing: 74,500 unorganized workers. 
Current union coverage rate: 50.5 %. Growth expected by Alberta government: 3.4% 
per year to 2010. 
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 This includes public and private schools, universities, colleges, and training centres as 

well as those who supply food and accommodation services to students. 2005 
employment: 113,700. Opportunity for organizing: 40,100 unorganized workers. 
Current union coverage rate: 64.5%. Growth expected by Alberta government: 1.8% per 
year to 2010. 
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 This industry category includes businesses that provide short term lodging and 

restaurants. 2005 employment: 98,100. Opportunity for organizing: 96,200 unorganized 
workers. Current union coverage rate: 2.0%. Growth expected by Alberta government: 
1.7% per year to 2010. 
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This sector includes motion picture and recording companies, internet, book, magazine 
and software publishers, broadcasting companies, libraries, archives and heritage 
institutions, casinos, recreational and sports facilities and performing arts companies. 
2005 employment: 60,000. Opportunity for organizing: 49,300 unorganized workers. 
Current union coverage rate: 17.8 %. Growth expected by Alberta government: 2.3% 
per year to 2010. 
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 This is a grab bag that includes auto and other equipment repair and maintenance, 

personal care (eg. hair care) services, funeral services, religious organizations, social 
advocacy organizations, and labour and other civic and social organizations. 2005 
employment: 55,800. Opportunity for organizing: 52,300 unorganized workers. Current 
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union coverage rate: 6.3%. Growth expected by Alberta government: 0.7% per year to 
2010. 
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 These are largely government services at the federal, provincial and local level, 

including defense, police, judicial, correctional, immigration, employment, foreign 
affairs, fire-fighting and regulatory services. 2005 employment: 67,800. Opportunity for 
organizing: 26,200 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 61.5%. Growth 
expected by Alberta government: 0.3% per year to 2010. 
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 This includes workers on farms, greenhouses, orchards, ranches, and feedlots. None of 

these workers have the right to unionize under Alberta law. 2005 employment: 11,900. 
Opportunity for organizing: 11,900 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 
0.0%. Growth expected by Alberta government: 0.4 % per year to 2010.  
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 Industry includes exploring and drilling and other activities preparing oil & gas for 

shipment from the producing property, coal and other mining, and forestry related 
businesses. 2005 employment: 109,000. Opportunity for organizing: 98,700 
unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 9.4 %. Growth expected by Alberta 
government: 2.5% per year to 2010 for oil & gas, 0.4% for forestry. 
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 The industry includes employees of electrical power, natural gas distribution and water, 

sewage and irrigation providers. 2005 employment: 12,900. Opportunity for organizing: 
6,400 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 50.4%. Growth expected by 
Alberta government: 0.5% per year to 2010. 
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 This includes businesses that construct, repair or renovate residential, commercial and 

industrial building, and engineering works. 2005 employment: 109,000. Opportunity for 
organizing: 87,700 unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 19.5%. Growth 
expected by Alberta government: 2.7% per year to 2010. 
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 This industrial grouping includes food, beverage, textile, chemical, plastic, rubber, 

computer and other manufacturing enterprises – as well as petroleum and coal products 
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manufacturing. 2005 employment: 122,100. Opportunity for organizing: 96,000 
unorganized workers. Current union coverage rate: 21.5 %. Growth expected by Alberta 
government: 1.6% per year to 2010. 
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Even the most cursory examination of the current labour market in Alberta begs the obvious 
question: why isn’t the labour movement growing? Alberta’s economy is inflating – and wages 
aren’t keeping up. We have nearly full employment, yet workers are neither demanding nor 
getting their share of the economic pie. 
 
There are several contributing factors that might explain this puzzling phenomenon. First, 
workers may have simply been “voting with their feet” in the first few years of the boom. That 
is, when they are unhappy with a job for any reason, be it bad wages, or bad hours or bad bosses 
– workers are simply quitting and moving on to another job. That is a freedom that many did 
not have during the last 25 years – and it is momentarily satisfactory for a workforce that has 
been treated badly by employers (the shift to part-time and temporary labour) for so long that 
they had become accustomed to it.  
 
If that is the case, it shouldn’t be too long before large numbers of Alberta workers come to the 
inevitable realization that most bosses and most jobs are equally unattractive. The fact that real 
wages are not going up will not be lost on people. The shortage of labour has apparently not 
obeyed the dictates of the market economy. Despite the demand for labour outstripping supply 
in many occupations, neither wages nor benefits nor overall treatment at work seems to be 
getting better. At that point, workers are likely to be more receptive to union organizing efforts.  
 
A second possible explanation for lack of improving union fortunes in the boom may be that the 
labour movement has simply fallen off the map of popular consciousness. We have been 
relatively quiet in this province in the recent past. There have been few strikes and contract 
gains have been modest. Add to that the growing difficulty in getting union success stories 
reported in the media, and you can hardly blame unhappy workers for not immediately thinking 
of the union movement as a solution to their woes. 
 
It would be unfair to single out the Alberta labour movement. The inability of labour throughout 
the world to advance workers wages, rights, and benefits over the past two decades is a direct 
consequence of the undermining of workers’ rights typified by free trade, globalization and the 
assault on public services. 
 
Within the Canadian context, Alberta labour laws provide an additional hurdle for workers 
seeking to improve their lives and their working situations. 
 
Alberta labour has yet to take advantage of the current boom to organize new members and new 
locals. Now, the time has come to find ways to overcome barriers to organizing. 
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Clearly, simply continuing on with business as usual as we have done is not an option. Current 
policies and practices are not working – and in some sectors there has been an ominous decline 
of union representation despite the boom conditions in the labour market.  
 
However, rather than overreacting, labour will work its way toward several viable actions to 
improve the organizing climate and success rate in the province. 
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  First and most obviously, the labour movement must find ways to impress itself upon 

the popular psyche of the Alberta working public. Some of these ways simply involve 
our affiliates doing what they do best: negotiating better pay and benefits for their 
members. If unions can gain only a few high profile “wins”, the payback in organizing 
would be extensive. 

 
Even without major new wins, the union advantage in terms of pay, individual and 
family benefits, pensions, sick time and treatment at work is more than sufficient to 
increase the appetite for unionism if we get that information out to unorganized workers. 

 
There is a problem with media coverage, but it is also true that word of substantial gains 
in wages or benefits have a way of circulating through communities that does not 
depend upon commercial media. There are many alternate news sources now feeding the 
’grape vine’. The Federation will make an extensive inventory of alternate 
communications vehicles and come up with a plan to use them to aid organizing efforts. 

 
Another way to increase public awareness would be a carefully crafted long-term AFL 
public education campaign designed to keep unions in the public mind. Ideally this 
would be somewhat similar to the ‘Union Yes’ campaign – with a carefully crafted and 
effective series of messages designed to increase appetitive for unionism. 
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The Federation, in cooperation with local unions, will attempt to convince national 
union officers that the Alberta labour market conditions warrant extra budget 
expenditure and staff committed to organizing here over the next five years. 

 
However, extracting hard commitments or pledges from unions to artificial organizing 
commitments – whether expressed in the form of union expenditures or in numbers or 
percentages of new members to be organized is of questionable value. No union can 
guarantee organizing success regardless of money spent or staff committed. Nor can 
unions guarantee financial and staff commitments – labour always faces unexpected 
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crises. In fact, setting hard targets invariably leads to failure – making it less likely for 
unions and leaders to repeat the experience. 
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This is a difficult area for unions. Union organizing success and bargaining success help 
create an atmosphere that helps other unions gain new members and win better 
contracts. Therefore it stands to reason that unions should support each other in specific 
organizing campaigns. Solidarity is an important tool in organizing and negotiating – 
not just during disputes. 

 
However, unions are always changing – and in many sectors, jurisdictional lines no 
longer exist either in practice or by definition of the Canadian Labour Congress. The 
desire of every union to gain new members and thereby new strength and influence 
often produces the opposite attitude to solidarity. One union’s gain is seen as another 
union’s loss of potential members. Unions can see themselves as competitors or 
adversaries in organizing rather than partners. This negative attitude taken to its extreme 
leads to inter-union raiding and the decline of the entire labour movement as a 
consequence. 

 
One of the most important roles of the Alberta Federation of Labour has always been to 
foster cooperation and diffuse inter-union conflict. The Federation can foster such 
cooperation through mechanisms like the Prairie Organizing Institute. This institute is 
intended to train young organizers from different affiliates. Although the Institute has 
not been operating recently, it needs to be rejuvenated and launched again – with 
changes to its operations based upon past experience. 

 
In the United States, young organizers from diverse affiliates attending the American 
Federation of Labour Organizing Institute are sent into actual campaigns by specific 
affiliated unions to gain invaluable real organizing experience as part of their studies. 
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Students of Canadian labour history learn very quickly that it was not organizing 
specialists who built the movement – it was rank-and-file workers themselves. In the 
legal-technical straightjacket labour finds itself today, there is no doubt that organizing 
specialists are necessary to make sure that all of the legal hoops are jumped through – 
but at the end of the day, the best organizing tool unions have is the willingness and 
desire of workers to help organize themselves and their fellow workers. 

 
The AFL needs to make an analysis of successful organizing drives available to its 
affiliates so they can see what has worked to galvanize unorganized workers in to 
joining a union drive and what has not. 
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The Alberta Federation of Labour should find ways to recruit and retain individual 
workers into activist networks – as sort of ‘associate’ union members. This could follow 
the AFL CIO model where individuals pay a nominal membership fee. They are then 
put on mailing lists, get invited to labour events and serve as potential organizers in their 
workplaces.  

 
The Federation can also formalize its ‘first contact’ system. For many Alberta workers, 
the first step in looking into union representation is to call the AFL. The Federation 
could use its website and/or a designated staff person to ensure that these people then 
enter a process where future organizing efforts by affiliates becomes most likely. 
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The Alberta Federation of Labour will periodically research alternate organizing 
strategies successfully employed by labour around the world and make that information 
available to affiliates. In Europe, for example, unions have been successful in organizing 
migrant workers by creating social housing, healthcare and other support mechanisms 
for these workers and their families. The unions have spread their interaction with the 
workers far beyond the confines of the worksite – and it is paying off for them. 

 
The Federation will also update affiliates periodically about the current workforce 
statistics and union membership numbers and percentages – along with future growth 
projections in both areas. This will provide affiliates with both important current 
information and a sense of the organizing challenges ahead of us as a movement. 
 
Of course simple population or labour force growth forecasts will not predict union 
density. Union membership will grow without any organizing at all when unionized 
sectors like health care expand.  

 
For example, current Alberta government projections predict total population growth of 
284,216 between 2006 and 2011. Of that, 284,216 will be of working age (15-64). So, 
you could assume that unions would have to organize about 67,000 new workers 
between now an 2011 (13,400 per year) to maintain our current union density. However, 
not all of those eligible will actually enter the workforce – and, as noted above, some 
will enter into already unionized environments. 

 
Still, such statistics will provide a very rough guide to the ongoing success of labour 
organizing efforts.  
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